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About This Game

A unique adventure, a stunning scenario to discover in one season!
Winter Voices is a narrative-driven, episodic, role-playing game set in an imaginary and timeless world at the start of the

Industrial Revolution. Players control a 24 year-old heroine as she deals with the death of her father. She must journey through
the heart of Winter and battle her worst enemies – her own personal demons.

The first season of the Winter Voices series is comprised of seven downloadable episodes, each unraveling new elements of the
character’s tale.

Winter Voices combines “point and click” real-time gaming with strictly defensive turn-based combat. As the game alternates
real-time dialog and world exploration with combat, players will experience turn-based psychic warfare.

Key Features:

mature and creative narrative, exploring human consciousness and immersing in an evocative and chilling role-playing
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experience

sophisticated and thought provoking gameplay: the player engages in “defense of the mind” mechanics, as the character
is overwhelmed by memories and fights against her own inner demons, fears, voices of illusion, guilt, madness...

tactical... with a twist: strictly defensive turn-based combat

wondrous and unusual world: an imaginary and timeless world at the start of the Industrial Revolution

dynamic soundtrack: keeping to the theme of self-discovery, haunting melodies guide the player, setting a dark,
intriguing mood to match the character’s cold journey and mysterious past

Winter Voices Prologue: Avalanche

A drama is unfolding in a tiny village buried in snow, lost in the depths of a Three-River Principality valley. A sudden death, a
now-hostile home, new sensory capacities rising like a storm and the departure towards the unknown, the only means to escape
besides death, has become inevitable...The newly-orphaned heroine is pushed to leave her father’s village by the voices of her
unconscious mind. The long journey to find answers will lead you through many events to overcome anger, sadness, pain and

fear and finally unveil what is whispered by the voices of Winter.
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Title: Winter Voices
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Clara Lehenaff
Publisher:
Clara Lehenaff
Release Date: 29 Oct, 2010
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English,French,Russian
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To much micromanagement, not fun.. Gary Busey's Sub-conscious Simulator 2015.

9/10 Would Busey.. Worst Game EVER. I love FPS's like this, fast and furious and a great world to explore. Would recommend
to anyone who either loves Orcs or FPS games!! :). Conclusion first:
This DLC does not only contain a great loco, but the whole package with loco, rolling stock, comprehensive manual, scenarios
(8 instead of the listed 5) is absolutely worth the money - even outside Sale.
It's an amazing loco and even if you are not the most skilled steam-driver (like me) you surely will be capable to drive the K1
with just minimal practising. I give it a 9.5 out of 10 as the overall "package" really impresses me which is far above the average
of other "PRO"-locos and DLCs as such.

Pros:
(+) very detailed model in 3 different liveries (clean, worn, LNER Green) and various logos to choose for the tender
(+) 'standard' and 'advanced' driving mode which you may toggle on\/off whenever you like
(+) advanced mode gives you (respectively it gave me) the extra-kick to cope with the challenges, but reading the manual is a
"must" though
(+) great driving physics and very convenient to drive and operate
(+) great sound (I have to admit I have never heard the real K1, but it sounds great to me in TS)
(+) great 'feeling' to drive looking at all details in combination with sounds, steam, etc. looks "real" to me
(+) EIGHT (not 5 as per the steam-description) (career) scenarios which I find immmersive and a pleasure to drive. Difficulty
various from easy to advanced, but all achievable without any problems and a great help to get familiar with the K1.
(+) comprehensive manual which I recommend to read (you then have paid for it anyways :-)
(+) a lot of little features such as opening the roof, windows, etc.
(+) various rolling (girders, trusses, various pipes, steel plates, etc.) stock which completes the package
(+) ...and quite some more => read the description on steam

Cons:
(-) ....
...nothing that I'm aware of, except a real minor one for scenario creators: I did not succeed to figure out how to switch-on
the headlight if you use the K1 as AI in your scenarios.. Good DLC overall felt a bit short lived so more Content in future would
be cool and more longer time to complete the DLC but Overall good DLC
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The music was nice, to be honest it was the best part. Aside from a few slightly tricky jumps, the levels were very easy. Also, if
you re-use bosses it would be a good idea to change their mechanics in some notable way rather than removing a few platforms
or making it attack a little more frequently. Still, I can't complain, it was free after all. It's decent if you want to kill a half hour
on casual platforming. Most addictive masochistic gameplay!. If you're planning on buying Aurum, buy these packs first. You
get more for your money. Also, don't buy the cache keys... trade the Aurum for MoF and use that to buy the stuff from the chest
in the AH. I made the mistake of buying cache keys and lost a lot of profit.. Having played Arcane Worlds since v0.19 I think
every new build has brought something new to the table. Progress on the game might not be fast given that there is only one
developer but it is certainly steady and v0.25 is almost like a different game to v0.19 now. One of the first major surprises for
me was just how much better the randomly generated worlds looked after the generation code was revamped to build the worlds
around the gameplay elements rather than the other way around. Before colours were mostly the same and random terrain was
sort of thrown together. Now you will find pillars, lakes, valleys, forests and more with proper palettes that all fit together very
well in making a believable and natural-looking random world. Couple those elements with terrain effecting spells like Fracture
and Volcano you can actually have a lot of fun just terraforming worlds and customising them to your liking.

Spells are no longer found randomly on worlds like previous builds and instead you will find runes which you use on crafting
worlds to create new spells. This gives you some early goals to work towards as different spells require different runes so you
have to scavenge worlds for the rune types needed for the spells you want. Certain worlds will be easier to conquer if you have
the right spells and certain puzzles might require a specific spell to solve.

A much-needed interactive tutorial has been added so anybody not already familiar with the old Magic Carpet games will now
have the basic movement, combat and crafting mechanics explained to them. You don't get everything handed to you on a plate
though so you still have to figure out what those circles are and what to do with them.

Several improvements to the map make locating items on worlds much more easily. Un-triggered circles are marked as are
creatures and mana gatherers and there is a line back to your castle so navigating is much easier. In the universe map you can
also check if you have missed anything on worlds you have visited which is pretty useful.

Difficulty has increased on v0.25 as your starting mana is now lower and you can't just rain fireball death on enemies right away
so you have to fly more evasively until you have added some mana to your castle allowing you to sustain your fire rate for longer
periods. Dark worlds are a new addition and whilst I don't want to ruin the surprise I will say that poorly prepared Wizards are
going to have a bad time in these! One of my early criticisms of the game was that it was a little too easy and creatures offered
no real threat to you which is now being addressed.

The game is also moddable which is fairly unusual for an alpha-build game. The scripts in the \/gen\/ folder are not only
responsible for world generation but also the gameplay elements so there is a lot that can be done to tweak and customise the
game. There isn't much in the way of documentation (or even comments) so the difficulty curve for modding is currently quite
high but I expect this to change as the game develops further.

Arcane Worlds is a truly amazing experience for an alpha and I can't recommend it enough regardless of whether you ever
played Magic Carpet or not.

I should point out that as the game is DRM-free many people (including myself) usually aren't logged into Steam when I play so
the "played" hours count (3.5) is far from correct for me at least. I think I will have to change that!. More more more!
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